Delayed speech feedback may act as a governor of the average speed of speech operating on the phoneme unit. Certain aurally monitored manual tasks resemble the speech mechanism. The trigger-like nature of aurally monitored voice on the more rapid articulation element is described. A speech mechanism model is portrayed which satisfies phenomena of natural speech, artificial stutter, and motor aphasias.
INTRODUCTION

HEN a person's own voice is returned to his ears
by technique of the multiheaded magnetic tape recorder and earphones a starfling disturbance of his speech may be noted. A delay of about • sec. may cause the subject to speak very slowly but if he maintains normal speed, stuttering characterized by repetition of syllables or fricatives may occur. The level of the returned speech must be somewhat above that heard through bone conduction in order to be effective. This phenomenon seemed especially worthy of attention because of the important-role played by the aural monitor of speech and because of the unusual opportunity afforded to experimentally hybridize a neural and electronic network. A similar psychological upset of speech in certain auditoriums equipped with public address systexns has been noted in the past. The effect referred to herein is more pronounced because the earphones stop the normal monitoring system and permit any level of sound to be fed back to the subject. The terms delayed side-tone, dolninating echo, and delayed feedback are used synonymously. Since the first communication t other characteristics of this phenomenon have been noted.
AS A GOVERNOR OF SPEECH SPEED
Delayed feedback may act as a governor of the overall speed of speech. This was first noted as a tendency to slow down under the influence of the delayed speech feedback. Subjects were instructed to read a passage of moderately d/fficult text at a comfortable speed without error. The average time required to read this selected passage under normal conditions was 31 sec. They •vere then instructed to repeat the same passage •vhile their speech was returned with the delay of 0.04, 0.14, and 0.28 sec.; and the total time to read the passage was recorded. Cooperation with the slowing down effect was urged on the subjects. This is accomplished automatically by some subjects while others may require practice to achieve the cadence demanded by the delayed feedback. Failure to achieve the proper cadence results in artificial stuttering or erratic speed, defeating the instructions given to the subject; namely, to mainrain accurate speech. If delayed speech feedback acts as a governor on the speed of speech, then the question is, It is believed that most of the aphasias of the motor type described by Goldstein a can be compared with one or more defects in the speech model. Impairment of abstract attitude, finding of words, finding of small words, the ability to speak at all, and almost every conceivable combination of these defects may be typed as defects of the fourdoop system, either with regard to switching, monitoring, or absence of any or all of the loops.
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